[Epidemiologic chronorisk of acute cardio-cerebrovascular diseases].
This review summarizes the accumulated data demonstrating that several cardio-cerebrovascular diseases do not occur with casual periodicity, but present a predictable critical time of ultradian, circadian, or infradian recurrence in their onset. In fact, during the last years, it has been clearly established that there is a prominent increase in a definite period of the day, of the week, and of the year in the frequency of onset of acute myocardial infarction, sudden cardiac death, stroke, and fatal pulmonary thromboembolism. Morning hours, week-end, and winter seem to be the periods at higher risk, since a number of physiological processes that could contribute to the onset of the disease are intensified. Also environmental and behavioural conditions could contribute to these peaks. Consequently, the periodicity in the occurrence of these diseases may be due to the relationships between the exogenous factor rhythms, the endogenous biological rhythms, and the disease. These epidemiological and chronopathological observations suggest the introduction of time as a measurable structure for the clinical risk, and the term "chronorisk" as a predictable condition of temporally periodic or permanent risk for human health, which is generated by a temporal-quantitative disorder in the physiological course of the biological oscillating functions. The temporal recurrences in the onset of the acute diseases are not only epidemiological data, but, since the reasons for these rhythm changes in pathology are likely multifactorial, the study of such rhythms will probably help in the understanding of the pathogenesis and the triggering mechanisms. Moreover, further investigations of these rhythmicities may help the planning of more effective preventive therapy.